Effect of High Power Ultrasounds on mass-transfer zone in Supercritical Fluid Extraction processes
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ABSTRACT

Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) is a recent technology that is based on the solvent power that some fluids exhibit under pressure and temperature above certain values named as critical point. This process, using supercritical CO2 as solvent, has gained wide acceptance in the last decades, because of its advantages compared to conventional solvent extraction ones (high selectivity, non toxic, inert, suitable to extract thermolabile substances, cheap, recyclable). One of the main difficulties of SFE is to achieve favourable kinetics due to the fact that mechanical stirring is not easily applied to an extractor vessel operating at high pressures. In this context, an interesting alternative is the use of power ultrasound. Ultrasonic radiation represents an efficient way to enhance mass transfer processes, because of some mechanisms such as microstirring, compressions and decompressions in the material, heating, and/or cavitation. Previous works of this research group pointed out the feasibility of integrating an ultrasonic field inside a supercritical extractor without losing a significant volume fraction. Moreover, a new self-controlled prototype, robust enough to fulfill industrial requirements to produce it commercially was developed and tested under supercritical conditions, giving rise to a non-antecedent patent. This new ultrasonic device led to notable enhancement both on extraction yields at certain times and on required time to achieve a certain extraction yield when applied on SFE almond oil. Some experiments carried out gave rise to yields 20% greater than those without ultrasounds. In order to deepen in the knowledge of this new technology, the aim of this work was to study the effect of High Power Ultrasounds (HPU) on mass transfer zone (MTZ) in the supercritical extraction. For this purpose, different tests have been performed to assess the effect of HPU on SFE of oil from milled almonds (3-4 mm particle size). To examine the effect of the acoustic waves all experiments were performed with and without ultrasound at identical pressure, temperature and flowrate conditions. In this work, the effect of high-intensity ultrasonic waves on mass-transfer zone based on oil concentration profiles at different times and bed heights are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

When a substance (typically a gas) is under conditions above its critical point (which is located for each substance in a certain value of temperature and pressure) it is said that is in supercritical state and behaves exhibiting a behaviour joining some liquid-like and some gas-like features. In this state, the fluid is named as “supercritical fluid” (SCF).

Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) using CO2 as solvent, has gained wide acceptance in the last decades as an alternative to conventional solvent processes. This interest stands on sound advantages of SFE extraction versus traditional extraction techniques involving organic solvents. For example, the extract is easily separated from the extraction agent: only a change in pressure and/or temperature conditions may be enough to get the extract. Thus, it is not necessary to perform long, energy-intensive and costly post-processing separation steps that generally imply high temperatures that may damage valuable active principles. Also, future extracts uses are not legally limited as it occurs with organic solvent trace regulations, since final SCF extract is solvent-free, which make it very interesting for high added applications. Moreover, when the SCF is carbon dioxide, additional advantages apply such as: low extraction temperature that makes it suitable for thermolabile substances; inert, non-toxic, non-flammable, non-explosive, recyclable, etc. that simplifies handling security and diminish health exposure risk; worldwide available at affordable prices, that makes it a suitable candidate for industrial uses, etc.[1].

Nevertheless, SFE implies some special requirements inherent to its own nature. In case of CO2, although critical value is not very high, many extraction processes reach pressures over 10 or even 40 MPa. Under these operating conditions, it is significatively more difficult to increase mass transfer coefficients and to cut down processing times by using mechanical stirring systems than in traditional extraction processes [2],[3]. Economics and/or productivity of SFE may be clearly affected in cases with non-favourable kinetics and may be worthwhile to look for other options to enhance them.

In this context, an interesting alternative is the use of power ultrasound. Ultrasonic radiation represents an efficient way to enhance mass transfer processes, because of some mechanisms such as microstirring, compressions and decompressions in the material, heating, and/or cavitation. Previous works of this research group pointed out the feasibility of integrating an ultrasonic field inside a supercritical extractor without losing a significant volume fraction [4], [5].

Moreover, a new self-controlled prototype, robust enough to fulfill industrial requirements to produce it commercially was developed and tested under supercritical conditions, giving...
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Raw material
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rated with different mesh sizes.
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to apply the ultrasonic equipment to one of the extractors.
The ultrasonic equipment, consisting of a power ultrasound
generator, an impedance adapter, transducer and a control
computer with specific software developed by the Institutes
of Acoustics and the Applied Physics of the CSIC, was used
to control the ultrasonic parameters and to monitor the proc-
ess. A scheme of this device is shown in figure 1.
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alternative, different experiments at identical conditions ex-
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Both the kinetics of the processes and the yield at the SFE were enhanced due to the application of HPU. Improvements on yield were between 19% and 37% depending on the test. These results were in accordance to the results obtained in previous works of this group [7], [8].

The effect of high-intensity ultrasonic waves on mass transfer zone based on oil concentration profiles at different times and bed heights was studied. For that purpose, after every test the material remaining inside the extractor was divided into five equal parts in height. The section at the bottom of the extraction basket was numbered as “1” and labelled as “bottom”; the section in the middle of the five was “3” and named “medium” and the upper section was numbered as “5” and called “top”.

Results regarding the concentration in oil remaining in almonds after the SFE test are addressed in figures 9 (SFE with HPU tests) and 10 (SFE without HPU tests).

As it may be seen on figure 9, when the time of extraction is short (IAcon1), the highest rate of extraction occurs in the section where the supercritical CO$_2$ enters the extraction vessel (bottom section). This behaviour is consistent with the theory: the oil extracted at the bottom saturates the CO$_2$ step by step and thus, the capacity to extract when it reaches the upper zone becomes very small. As the process continues, the amount of extractable almond oil in the bottom zone decreases and thus, extraction gets more intense in the medium and top section. It is confirmed with data from 1 hour to 2 and 3 hours of extraction, when almond oil content got more similar among the three sections. Finally, when the easily accessible almond oil reduces, it gets harder to extract it. As a result, although there was still an important amount of almond oil inside the extracted almonds, extraction process became slower as it was shown in figures 7 and 8.

On the other hand, the extraction yield is more similar along the whole extractor and along time in extraction tests performed without HPU (figure 10). In the first two hours of process (IASin1 and IASin2), there were not important differences between oil remaining in almonds in the top, in the
middle and in the bottom of the vessel. During the third and the fourth hour of process, there was an important extraction yield in the bottom of the extractor.

Comparison between figures 9 and 10 may be also complemented with figures 11 (top), 12 (medium) and 13 (bottom), where with and without SFE results are presented jointly.

**Figure 11.** Influence of HPU in the content of oil remaining in almond at the top zone of the extractor

Although HPU device is placed in the upper part of the extractor, it seemed that transmission was good enough to enhance mass transfer at the bottom to saturate the CO₂ and to reduce rapidly the oil content inside the almonds in the bottom section. In cases of experiments without ultrasounds, as CO₂ still had extraction capacity at top section, the oil concentration remaining in the almonds was smaller at the beginning of the process (1 hour extraction time). However, as time passed and MTZ advanced from bottom to top in SFE tests with HPU, oil quantity remaining in almonds was lower than in experiments without HPU carried out during the same extraction time.

**Figure 12.** Influence of HPU in the content of oil remaining in almond at the middle zone of the extractor

**Figure 13.** Influence of HPU in the content of oil remaining in almond at the bottom zone of the extractor

CONCLUSIONS

It was proved the positive effect of HPU coupled to supercritical fluid extraction, giving rise to extraction yields up to 37% higher than without ultrasounds. Also, it was confirmed that the protocol developed to take data regarding the material inside the extraction vessel is valid, since the reliability of the results was proved.

Regarding the mass transfer zone (MTZ), it has been shown how it moves forward from bottom to top sections along time in all experiments. However, its shape and evolution is different depending on HPU are being applied or not. At the beginning HPU made the extraction to take place preferably where CO₂ started to be in contact with the raw material, since HPU helped the CO₂ to extract the oil more easily and quickly and thus, it had less capacity to continue extracting through the extraction vessel. As the extraction time continued, MTZ moved forward from bottom to top and at last, oil content remaining in extracted almonds was similar in all sections. This behaviour proved that the HPU are effectively transmitted along the extraction vessel.
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